AGENDA
Cumberland Town Council Meeting
Town Council Chambers
!MONDAY, May 24, 20101
7:00 p.m. Call to Order

I.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
April 26, 2010
May 10, 2010

II.

MANAGER'S REPORT

III.

PUBLIC DISCUSSION

IV.

LEGISLATION AND POLICY

10 - 064

To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Wharfing Out Permit for
21 Sturdivant Road as recommended by the Coastal Waters Commission.

Applicant requested TABLE to June 14th
10 - 065

To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Victualer's License application for
Tulips Cupcaker and Farm to operate at the Farmer's Market, for the period of May 24 th
through June 30t, 2010.
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10 - 066

To set a Public Hearing date (June 14th) to consider and act on a Mass Gathering Permit
and Victualer's Licenses for the United Maine Craftsmen's 41 st Annual Cumberland Arts
& Crafts Show, August 12, 13, & 14, 2010 at the Cumberland Fair Grounds.

10 - 067

To set a Public Hearing date (June 14th) to consider and act on amendments to Section
204.14.3.3 Industrial Zone (I) of the Cumberland Zoning Ordinance re: side setback
buffering, as recommended by the Planning Board.

10 - 068

To set a Public Hearing date (June 14th) to consider and act on a Mass Gathering permit for
the Cumberland Soccer Club Labor Day "Just For Fun" Soccer Tournament to be held at
Twin Brook Recreation Facility on September 4 & 5, 2010.

10 - 069

To set a Public Hearing date (June 14th) to award a three year solid waste/recycling
contract.

V.

NEW BUSINESS

VI.

ADJOURNMENT

MOTIONS

MOTIONS
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I move to set a Public Hearing date of June 14th to consider and act on a Mass Gathering permit for the
Cumberland Soccer Club Labor Day "Just For Fun" Soccer Tournament to be held at Twin Brook
Recreation Facility on September 4 & 5, 20 IO.
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MINUTES
Cumberland Town Council Meeting
Town Council Chambers
MONDAY, April 26, 2010
6:00 p.m. Meeting opened by Chairman Copp.
Present: Chairman Copp, Councilors Turner, Porter, Storey-King, Stiles and Moriarty.
Excused: Councilor Perfetti.
Motion by Councilor Stiles, seconded by Councilor Moriarty, to recess to Executive Session
pursuant to 1 M.R.S.A. 405(6)(C) re: real property acquisition, and pursuant to Title 36
M.R.S.A. 841 re: poverty abatement application.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0
7:00 p.m. Call To Order to return to regular session.
Present: Chairman Copp, Councilors Turner, Porter, Storey-King, Stiles and Moriarty.
Excused: Councilor Perfetti.
I.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
April 12, 2010

Motion by Councilor Porter, seconded by Councilor Stiles, to accept the minutes as amended by
striking out blank motion wording under item one.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0
II.

MANAGER S REPORT
Questions were posed at last meeting regarding MDOT taking of property on Winn Road with
relation to culvert replacement.
MDOT requested an overweight approval today for contractor performing culvert replacement
at the Rideout Bridge. Manager requested the council set a May 11, 2010 public hearing date.
In the past, the town has agreed to lift the limits and requested a construction bond.

III.

PUBLIC DISCUSSION

None.
IV.
10

LEGISLATION AND POLICY
045

To hear a report from the Cool Cities Committee re: street light project and grants.

Finance Director Alex Kimball reported on the recent work of the Cool Cities Committee. Committee
member Adam Pitcher began a light inventory project by cataloguing and mapping street lights in
town. Adam found “some discrepancies” between CMP s list and the actual lights located in town.
“The town of Cumberland doesn t have a ton of street lights.” The general policy in town is to place
the street lights along “walkways, intersections, curves and hills.” Mr. Kimball showed a map of street
lights throughout the town. “While Main Street does have a lot of street lights, they re not overly
intense.” The committee will create and recommend a comprehensive streetlight ordinance and will
“push hard for the use of some new technology. Some lights make sense, others do not.” The
committee is also reviewing LED streetlights. Committee chairman Paul Weiss offered praise for the
“tremendous amount of work” accomplished by Mr. Pitcher. “We re really excited” about the new
technologies and “We re hoping to have the first LED streetlight in Maine.” A policy review will

consider criteria including energy use, safety, policies regarding existing bulbs, light pollution, and a
review of building and parking lighting.
Councilor Moriarty questioned whether lights exist “for no apparent reason” or due to policy or
ordinance. “All of the above” responded Mr. Weiss. The reasoning has not been consistent. CMP
encouraged towns years ago to put in these lights. However, the large electrical bills resulting from the
current bulbs have caused us “to really think more wisely.” Councilor Moriarty asked who holds
authority to dismantle a street light. Only a “few dozen” are in place for safety reasons. “Most of the
others…are in the optional category. It s an irregular policy.” The Town Manager stated CMP
replaced all the incandescent bulbs in the late eighties. “No one thought at that time that we could
eliminate bulbs. By policy, hills, valleys and intersections of public streets are always lit. There is no
penalty for the town removing these bulbs.” The Manager suggested the town notify neighbors and a
public hearing held before poles are removed. Councilor Porter asked whether the lights in front of
Town Hall are being considered for removal. Mr. Weiss responded, “That s the next area we
definitely want to investigate” and catalogue.
Finance Director Alex Kimball shared news that the town recently received a $75,000 grant to replace
portions of the Town Hall HVAC system and install solar hot water tanks at Town Hall and each of
the two fire stations. A solar collector was installed on the roof of Town Hall in March and the tubes
carry anti-freeze to and from the hot water tank on the first floor of the building. The coils heat the
water in the solar tank and then deliver the water to the traditional hot water tank. “On a sunny day, no
traditional fuel is needed at all; on a cloudy day, it will get the water partway there. We re saving a lot
of energy…and it s working great already. My best guess is that because we re only paying ten cents
on the dollar because of the grant, within a year we will have paid back the cost. For many households
paying full price, the (payback) figure is 5 to 7 years.” Chairman Copp shared his appreciation for the
committee s “fantastic” work. No council action required.
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To hear a report from the Rines Forest Committee and hold a Public Hearing to
consider and act on the acceptance of a Forest Management Plan for the Rines Forest.

The Town Manager introduced co-chairs Bob Waterhouse and Henry Milburn. The town council
approved a Forest Management Plan last year and various committee policies have been approved. Mr.
Waterhouse presented “what we hope is the final report.” Committee members Bob Heyner, Henry
Milburn and Dick Sweetser were also in attendance. The committee has been working on this plan for
six years, explained Mr. Waterhouse, and the committee hopes to see the forest become more used
over the coming years. Mr. Waterhouse shared the Rines Forest mission statement which includes the
statement that “the forest shall remain forever in its undeveloped forested state.” The harvest plan was
to start this year but did not “because the conditions were not appropriate. It s unfortunate because
there is a big invasive species in the forest in the form of buckthorn. We were anxious to get to that
this year” but the conditions did not allow it. However, “That certainly is a major approach for next
year.” The committee will continue site visits and scale back to spring and fall meetings, with a
frequent review of the plan and policies. No public comments received.
Councilor Porter also noted the presence of Mr. Sweetser and Heyner and commended the entire
committee for their work. Councilor Porter has served as a council liaison since the Rines Forest
Committee s beginning. “It s been a wonderful experience.”
Motion by Councilor Porter, seconded by Councilor Moriarty, to accept the Forest Management Plan
for the Rines Forest as presented.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0
2
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047

To hear a presentation from Library Director, Thomas Bennett re: the history of
Main Street.

Prince Memorial Library Director Thomas Bennett provided a historical slide presentation of Main
Street, explaining his presentation is an outgrowth of the Maine Community Heritage project. The
project will culminate in a community celebration at Skyline Farm, North Yarmouth, on June 9, 2010.
A web page will be unveiled and contain a narrative with a lot of images and a number of exhibits. An
1871 map of Cumberland showed “there are really four centers.” The original settlement of the town
took place in the Foreside. When the land was cleared, “You had the settlement of Cumberland
Center” in 1791. Cumberland Center housed many vital buildings including the Greely Institute,
Congregational Church, shoe shops, and blacksmith and agricultural operations. The Cumberland Fair
was held behind the Greely Institute building until 1874. Apple orchards were eventually planted on
the land and the fairground was moved in 1874 to the site on which it exists today. Librarian Bennett
presented several slides of the original buildings along Main Street and Tuttle Road, noting those
which remain today. No public comments received. No council action required.
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048

To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Mass Gathering Permit for a Boys
Youth Lacrosse Jamboree to be held at Twin Brook on May 8, 2010 from 8:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m.

Town Manager Shane explained this application is the first application reviewed under the Mass
Gathering Ordinance s lowered attendance threshold of 500 persons. Bothe the Mass Gathering
Ordinance and the Twin Brooks Use Policy require a fee and submission of a parking plan. The Mass
Gathering Ordinance also speaks to standards for police, fire and rescue coverage; sanitary disposal;
and insurance coverage. The Manager explained the Boys Youth Lacrosse applicants are requesting a
waiver of fees and deferred to Mr. Michael Mullin to address this request.
Mr. Mullin thanked town staff for assistance during the application process. His group was a
recreation-sponsored sport at one time, but has “become independent of the Recreation Department.”
The jamboree was established years ago as a multi-town opportunity to share resources. South
Portland and Cape Elizabeth hold a similar event and as the sport has grown “a number of teams have
asked to become participants in these types of tournaments.” While the lacrosse group was aware of
the reduction in attendance requirements from 1,000 to 500, “We were not certain what all of that
meant.” However, the group did increase their participation fee “about ten dollars per team.”
Nevertheless, he has determined through the application process that the “costs were much greater
than I had anticipated,” stating that if all fees were paid by the organization “We d end up with a
pretty significant deficit. We would be unable, frankly, to carry forward as an independent group.”
The lacrosse organization provides scholarships to players who are unable to afford to participate and
at the same time grows the sport in the community. Our players “really like this format because it s a
non-competitive nature. It creates a wonderful environment” for the youth. Mr. Mullin requested a
waiver of the Mass Gathering fees and added “We would certainly accommodate for (them) in the
coming years” by increasing team fees to offset these costs. “For this year, I would find it very
difficult to go back to 36 teams and ask for more money to be able to pay these fees.” The organization
is in a position this year, however, to be able to cover police and fire/ems charges. “That in and of
itself…would bring us to about even.”
No public comments received. Councilor Porter asked about concession revenues. Mr. Mullin
responded that the high school boosters club will handle the concession stand. Councilor Porter stated
he was unsure how to exempt this organization “and at the same time charge the soccer club” and
suggested there are ways to address any deficits. “The process needs to be straight across the
3
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board. The unfortunate piece is there was confusion – it didn t get out there the way it probably should
have. I just think we need to be consistent about this. There are costs for operating” the event.
“Basically, Twin Brook will be shut down for that entire day. We should find a way to make this work
so there isn t a deficit.” Councilor Moriarty noted that given the impending date of this event, the
council must make a decision this evening and sought further clarification of the waiver request. Mr.
Mullin explained that he is seeking a waiver of both the $250 Mass Gathering Permit fee and the $500
Twin Brook Use fee. Councilor Moriarty referred to Councilor Porter s comments regarding food
concessions, asking whether an opportunity exists for additional revenue if the organization were to
run the concession stand. Mr. Mullin stated the $750 raised last year through concessions could cover
the waived fees. The Town Manager clarified that the organization is also being charged an additional
$220 to cover the cost of field paint, adding, “The fees need to be fair across the board” for
consistency with future events. Chairman Copp made clear this is “A one time waiver.” Councilor
Turner reiterated the concern of consistency. “I m loathe to waive the $500,” recommending the
council postpone the fees until after the event in order to provide an opportunity for the organization to
hold a fundraiser to cover the fees.
Ms. Karen Hurland explained she was present to represent the girls youth lacrosse permit request. She
does not believe the suggestion to take over the concession sales is a solution because the high school
boosters group has already done a lot of work to prepare for these revenues. “I don t really see that as
a viable out this go around.” Councilor Storey-King added her concern regarding trash disposal.
“There s a reason we charge the $500 fee.” Councilor Porter questioned whether Ms. Hurland also
intends to request a waiver of fees, to which she replied, “We re in the same situation as they are.”
Councilor Porter suggested that an increase of $20 per participant would put the group in the black.
Recreation Director Bill Landis asked the council for clarification regarding how the 500 attendance
number is defined. Is it determined by the number of attendees “at one time” or “over the course of the
event?” He suggested this clarification will determine whether the girls lacrosse event will meet the
ordinance s attendance requirement. If these two events were still sponsored by the Recreation
Department, he added, they would be included in the yearly “blanket permit” rather than separately
reviewed, as they are this evening. Further, the soccer club has not required separate review in the
past, but will “if we follow this process.” Chairman Copp offered his support of Councilor Turner s
recommendation to provide time for fundraising and the Town Manager suggested deferring fees for
six months to provide time for fundraising efforts. Councilor Storey-King questioned whether the
group has considered a spectator charge. Mr. Mullin replied, “I can certainly investigate alternatives. I
appreciate you working with me. I would do whatever I needed to do to get that done.” Chairman
Copp recommended the girls and boys consider a joint fundraiser. Councilor Moriarty added, “Saying
no is not an option” this evening, and added his support of Councilor Turner s recommendation.
Motion by Councilor Moriarty, seconded by Councilor Turner, to approve a Mass Gathering Permit
with the list of conditions as prescribed by the Town Clerk in a memorandum dated April 22, 2010 for
a Boys Youth Lacrosse Jamboree to be held at Twin Brook on May 8, 2010 from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm,
provided that the permit fee and the field usage fee payment is deferred no later than six months..
Motion by Councilor Stiles, seconded by Councilor Storey-King, to amend the motion to waive the
$220 field paint fee. ($500 Mass Gathering fee and $250 Twin Brook Use fee, minus a $220 field
paint fee = a $530 fee total)
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE AS AMENDED 6-0
10
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049 To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Mass Gathering Permit for a Girls
Youth Lacrosse Round Robin to be held at Twin Brook on June 5, 2010 from 8:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. ITEM TABLED
4-26-2010

Ms. Hurland noted that the girls lacrosse participants will be significantly less than the boys teams,
but “We have a total of more than 500 over the course of the day.” However, she noted, they could
change the team numbers to keep attendance under 500 “at any one time.” Councilor Moriarty
responded that he has always believed that “with a permit it was the total number of people all told,
not at one given
moment.” Councilor Porter agreed. Ms. Hurland asked the council to anticipate her request for a
waiver of fees at the next council meeting. The Town Manager expressed his concern with the fees
for this particular event, because “Those costs are going to be significantly more because there s half
the amount of teams.”
Motion by Councilor Stiles, seconded by Councilor Storey-King, to table this item to May 10, 2010.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0
10

050

To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Mass Gathering Permit for the
Penobscot Valley Dog Show to be held at the Cumberland Fairgrounds from June 24
June 27, 2010.

Motion by Councilor Stiles, seconded by Councilor Turner, to approve a Mass Gathering Permit for
the Penobscot Valley Dog Show to be held at the Cumberland Fairgrounds from June 24 – June 27,
2010.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0
10

051

To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on sending a recommendation to the
Planning Board re: the addition of Section 402A Domesticated Chickens (to allow no
more than six chickens in a penned area on properties less than 2 acres) to the
Cumberland Zoning Ordinance.

The Manager explained the town received a citizen request regarding housing chickens on lots smaller
than two acres in size. Cumberland Animal Control Officer Charles Burnie reviewed the Brunswick
chicken ordinance and proposes its adoption by Cumberland. The Manager recommends amending the
zoning ordinance dealing with this item and the next, and added that both ordinances will be included
in the town ordinance codification project currently underway.
Ms. Julie Blodgett indicated she spoke to officials in South Portland who stated they received 25
applications and no complaints. Brunswick received 5 applications and no complaints. She does not
believe this ordinance will “become unmanageable.” Councilor Moriarty stated the council last
November reduced the lot size from three to two and this proposal is to “do away with it altogether.”
The three acre requirement has been in place for 20 plus years. “If it took off…we could have a major
enforcement problem. I don t necessarily want to hold it up. I do have some reservations about
changing what has been a decade s long policy of having a fairly large size lot.” Ms. Blodgett
responded that a yearly application process should easily address these concerns. “It would be easy
enough to say we re revoking that from you and you can t get it again” if there are issues. Councilor
Stiles stated his family had chickens during his time as a youth in Portland. It was during the war and
they dealt with no odor issues or concerns. Councilor Porter supports the amendment and, in fact,
“encourages it. These are not free range chickens.” He, however, does not believe the odor, noise and
lighting standards are not enforceable. This ordinance allows people the option to keep chickens and
“we can clamp down” if a problem occurs. Councilor Turner agreed “completely. The law of
unintended consequences is very likely to rear its ugly head with some” of these provisions that are
“really not enforceable. Let s remember that chickens eat ticks.” The Town Manager explained a 65
decibel limit is in place now. There are no roosters allowed with this ordinance. The Manager asked if
5
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the council would like items a and b of Section V, Odor, Noise and Lighting to be removed? The
general consensus of the council was to leave item “a” and remove item “b.”
Motion by Councilor Stiles, seconded by Councilor Moriarty, to forward to the Planning Board for
review and recommendation, the addition of Section 402A (Domesticated Chickens) to the
Cumberland Zoning Ordinance, allowing no more than six chickens in a penned area on properties less
than two acres and delete item b (“perceptible noise from chickens shall not be a disturbance to
abutters”).
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0
10

052 To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on sending a recommendation to the
Planning Board re: the addition of Section 402.6 (prohibiting the feeding of deer) to
the Cumberland Zoning Ordinance.

The Town Manager explained this amendment is also the result of a citizen request from Ms. Lynda
Emery after her husband s affliction with Lyme disease. This ordinance is modeled after the town of
Wells ordinance. The Manager stated if the ordinance is adopted the town will begin an education
process and ask for voluntary compliance. The Manager anticipates the item will return to the council
in June.
Lynda Emery, Crystal Lane, explained that her husband contracted Lyme disease two years ago.
Unfortunately, his symptoms got progressively worse before he was properly diagnosed and it took
several months after treatment before he began to improve. She welcomed the opportunity to place
educational signs throughout the town.
Councilor Porter commented, “This is just something that people shouldn t be doing. Hopefully, we
won t have more” residents contracting Lyme disease. Councilor Storey-King noted that reports
indicate there may be a 30% increase in Lyme disease this year due to the mild winter. Councilor
Stiles stated he will support the request to move it forward but is leery of the enforceability of this
ordinance and would prefer a focus on education against feeding deer. He asked “When I put out
grain, am I feeding cattle or am I enticing deer?” Councilor Moriarty supported moving this forward
acknowledging the issues of enforceability. The presence of an ordinance can have a deterrent effect
“which can only be good” and the education can “dovetail well with an ordinance, but I don t think it s
going to do the trick alone.” Councilor Turner believes there is “a genuine deterrent value to having
an ordinance.”
Motion by Councilor Porter, seconded by Councilor Storey-King, to forward to the Planning Board for
review and recommendation, the addition of Section 402.6 of the Cumberland Zoning Ordinance,
prohibiting the feeding of deer.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0
10

053

To hear a report from the F

C

C

: FY 10 3rd quarter financials.

Councilor Stiles deferred to Finance Director Alex Kimball. Mr. Kimball explained expenses are
running slightly better than last year and even better than the last few years. Legal fees and public
safety costs are slightly over last year. Revenues are also “a little better than last year.” The good news
is that excise tax “has rebounded” and building permits have increased. “Our big problem is state
revenue sharing.” The overall budget is projected to fall short by .5%. No council action required.
10
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054 To set a Public Hearing date (May 10th) to authorize the Town Manager to request
from MDOT a reduction of the speed limit on Blackstrap Road from 40 to 35 mph
and on Route 100 from 50 to 45 mph.
4-26-2010

Motion by Councilor Storey-King, seconded by Councilor Stiles, to set a public hearing date of May
10th to authorize the Town Manager to request from MDOT a reduction of the speed limit on
Blackstrap Road from 40 to 35 mph and on Route 100 from 50-45 mph.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0
10

055 To consider and act on a poverty abatement request for property identified as Map
R05/Lot 13A.

The Town Manager explained this abatement request was discussed in Executive Session earlier this
evening and requires a public vote by the council. The lien has not ripened or reached foreclosure at
this time.
Motion by Council Porter, seconded by Councilor Moriarty, to deny a poverty abatement request in
the amount of $4,618.17 for property identified as Map R05/Lot 13A.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0
V.

NEW BUSINESS

Councilor Turner – thought regarding email communications – nobody in this town should ever be
concerned that an email or phone call is taken seriously – we all do; we represent over 7,000 citizens
and while some are vocal, many are not; he believes that when a councilor votes the voters want
him/her to use their best judgment to serve the best way they can.
Councilor Porter – he cannot attend the 4/29 retirement luncheon for Winnie Durrah; most people
familiar with the Recreation Department know Winnie – he wished her good luck; the groundbreaking
ceremony for the credit union is next week; the credit union will create seven new jobs; Val Halla is
open and things are going well; Sparrows Nest is open and he encouraged residents to visit the golf
course and grill.
Councilor Storey-King – she had dinner at the Viking Grill Friday night and it was full of families
who were not strictly golfers; quite a value going on there.
Chairman Copp – he received a citizen request for playground equipment in West Cumberland; do
the contractors working in West Cumberland have a time to start and end – Manager replied that we
usually require 7:00 am to somewhere between 7:00 and 9:00 pm - we do not have a noise ordinance;
shared information he received from the police department regarding a sex offender residing in West
Cumberland; contact 829-6391 with any questions or access the Maine Sex Offender Registry.
Councilor Stiles – at the last Val Halla Board meeting it was noted that the cart paths are being used
for walking, jogging and running at the same time golf is being played; it is dangerous to utilize the
course when golf is in play; please also keep dogs off the course and please pick up after your dog;
picking up after your dog also applies to roadways; asked how Veterans Monument donations are
coming.
Councilor Moriarty – asked if there is a time of day that walkers and joggers should not be on the
course - Councilor Stiles responded from daylight to darkness during the golf season; the Veterans
Monument Committee has raised more than enough money to pay for the center stone and it will be
dedicated on Memorial Day.
7
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Motion by Councilor Moriarty, seconded by Councilor Stiles, to hold a public hearing on May 10 to
lift the weight restrictions on town roads per the request from MDOT.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0
VI.

EXECUTIVE SESSION pursuant to 1 M.R.S.A., § 405(6)(A) re: Town Manager
evaluation.

Motion by Councilor Storey-King, seconded by Councilor Turner, to recess to Executive Session
pursuant to 1 M.R.S.A. 405(6)(A) re: Town Manager evaluation.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0
TIME:
9:43 pm
Motion by Councilor Turner, seconded by Councilor Moriarty, to return from Executive Session.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0
TIME:
10:35 pm
VII.

ADJOURNMENT

Motion by Councilor Storey-King, seconded by Councilor Turner, to adjourn.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0
TIME:
10:35 pm

Respectfully submitted,

_______________________________________
Nadeen Daniels, CMC
Cumberland Town Clerk
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MINUTES
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MINUTES
Cumberland Town Council Meeting
Town Council Chambers
MONDAY, May 10, 2010
7:00 p.m. Call to Order
Present: Chairman Copp, and Councilors Perfetti, Turner, Storey-King, Stiles and Moriarty.
Councilor Porter arrived at 7:20 p.m.
I.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
April 26, 2010

Motion by Councilor Moriarty, seconded by Councilor Stiles, to table the minutes to the next meeting.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0
II.

MANAGE

EPO
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of May 24th. Public Services Department has
completed the improvements to the site in preparation of the monument placement. Town
encourages veterans interested in participating in Memorial Day Parade to contact Fire Chief
Dan Small. Golf carts will be available for use by veterans. Participants are asked to arrive at
Mabel Wilson School by 9:30 am on May 31st.
Doane property RFP to be sent out next week. A vernal pool survey of the site was recently
a
ctations. We hope to receive several
responses to our Doane RFP. The large property is zoned for mixeda
hopeful it will move forward for development.
Noted a correction to the motion regarding 10-059
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III.

PUBLIC DISCUSSION

Peter Rubens, 247 Blanchard Road, spoke on behalf of the Efficiency Maine Trust Fund to inform the council
that the state has established the $100 million dollar fund. The legislation was recently enacted and signed by
the governor. Funding is provided through municipal bonds which are then made available to our residents
through a loan procedure. The municipality may place a lien against the property of a resident borrower and
allow that homeowner to pay back the loan through their property taxes. Chairman Copp asked that the Cool
Cities committee review this item. The Town Manager suggested that a Cumberland resident and prior Cool
Cities Committee member, Alex Brown, actually presented this idea to the state. However, the concept
announced this evening is somewhat different than the concept proposed by the town. Unfortunately, the state
has asked the town not to send in any reimbursement requests because they have not yet prepared a
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120-150 days before reimbursements are
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aware of this information, but added a lien is placed against the property rather than the owner and carries with
the property upon any sale. Councilor Moriarty asked if there are deadlines for funding application. The
a
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a
a lines imposed under the legislation. He
reiterated that the council must approve and apply for funding with the state.
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LEGISLATION AND POLICY
056 To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Mass Gathering Permit to hold a
Girls Youth Lacrosse Round Robin at Twin Brook on Saturday, June 5, 2010, from
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Town Manager Shane recommended a waiver of the Mass Gathering and Twin Brook Use fees, and
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Moriarty asked the group for the specific waiver being requested. Councilor Storey-King indicated she
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a
a
arding their earlier decision to lower the
attendance threshold from 1,000 to 500. Councilor Moriarty referred to the minutes of the meeting at
500. T
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a used by town staff when reviewing events of this size. Approval by the council also
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of the fee would be appropriate in this case. Councilor Perfetti questioned whether the group had
approached the participating teams regarding covering these fees. Ms. Perry indicated the group sent
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rnament is scheduled for the week following the Cumberland event.
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wonderful event in Cumberland. Our fear is these kinds of fees will preclude us from having it in
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organizations. Chairman Copp clarified that the Town Manager has recommended a $400 fee.
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would like to continue holding it at
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-King shared her belief
that ems services are critical for these athletes. Ms. Hurland indicated they have never provided ems
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services at any time over the last eight years. Instead, they have a volunteer who is a certified trainer
a CPR
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The Town Manager suggested the town at least require an EMT be present at a cost of $150 for the
day. Councilor Storey-King asked again about the paint charge and trash disposal fee. Recreation
D
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a
the Twin Brook Use Policy. The dumpster will not require an additional dump, as it did not after the
a
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group felt they could pay. Once established, the council can assign that figure. The group would like
the $500 fee and police fee waived, as well as a reduction in the Mass Gathering Permit fee. Ms. Perry
noted that the group pays $1,150 in equipment and referee fees and collected $1,650 in revenues, if
they do not charge the Cumberland teams who participate. Recreation Director Landis suggested the
council impose a $500 fee broken down as follows: $150 for EMS services; $250 Mass Gathering fee;
and a $100 field use fee.
Motion made by Councilor Storey-King, seconded by Councilor Stiles, to charge the Cumberland
G
Y
La
a a
$500 in the combination recommended to cover ems coverage, Mass
Gathering Permit fees and Field Use fees for the round robin to be held on June 5, 2010 at Twin Brook
from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm. Councilor Moriarty asked whether the payment will be delayed or paid in
advance. Councilor Storey-King responded that she saw no need for a delayed payment.
VOTE:
PASSAGE 6-1 (Chairman Copp opposed)
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057 To hold a Public Hearing to authorize the Town Manager to request from MDOT a
reduction of the speed limit on Blackstrap Road (from 40 to 35 mph) and Route 100
(from 50 to 40 mph).

The Manager explained this item has been discussed during the two previous council meetings. He has
advised MDOT that the town would a public hearing this evening. The Cumberland section of
Blackstrap Road is denser in population. The town does not have the ability on its own to reduce speed
limits.
Mr. Jim Lynch, Blackstrap Road, spoke in favor of the speed reduction and stated that there is a deer
crossing by his home. He has personally contacted MDOT regarding the speed difference in
C
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a a a a a
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a
increased. He was not able to receive a good explanation. Mr. Lynch indicated he was willing to
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asked if these roads are properly posted. The Manager responded that this road is a state road that is
improperly posted now. The state has no record of any speed limit on Blackstrap Road, so we are
asking for a reducti
35
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Motion by Councilor Porter, seconded by Councilor Perfetti, to direct the Town Manager to request
from MDOT a speed reduction on Blackstrap Road from 40 to 35 mph and on Route 100 from 50 to
40 mph. A friendly amendment was offered by Councilor Moriarty to clarify that the speed limit
change to Route 100 covers only the northern end of Route 100.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE &-0
10
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058 To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a request from MDOT to issue a
construction over-limit permit for state contractor transporting construction
equipment exceeding legal weight limits in connection with the Rideout Bridge/Winn
Road Culvert project and to require a project construction over-limit bond.
5-10-2010

The Manager explained the area in question is located just below Winn Road. MDOT is requesting a
waiver of heavy load limits. He recommends the council sign the agreement and require a $40,000 per
mile bond from the contractor. He also recommends restricting traffic across Range and Cross Roads.
The state has indicated to the Manager that they see no need to go over town roads. Councilor Porter
questioned the number of truckloads. Less than ten and includes concrete trucks and a few gravel
. I a
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down during construction. The trucks will likely travel across Winn Road, Route Nine and Route 100 a a
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with IF&W when lining the culvert. Their area of work is within fifteen feet of
each end of the culvert.
Motion by Councilor Storey-King, seconded by Councilor Turner, to enter into an agreement pursuant
to M.R.S.A. 29-A, §2382, to issue a construction over-limit permit for transporting construction
equipment exceeding legal weight limits on municipal ways, excepting Range and Cross Roads.
Further, pursuant to M.R.S.A. 29-A, §2388, I move to require a $40,000 per-mile general construction
over-limit bond to guarantee suitable repair or payment of damages to municipal ways and bridges.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0
10

059 To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a personal property tax abatement
for property identified as R07-008-0T8-0T8 and located at the Cumberland
Fairgrounds in exchange for proper removal and disposal of the
abandoned/unoccupied mobile home.

The Town Manager explained this item relates to a mobile home which has been in place at the
a
a
a and recently abandoned. We are asking the fairgrounds to
dispose of the mobile home that has been moved off the trailer pad and the fairgrounds has agreed to
remove and dispose of the trailer in lieu of tax payment.
Councilor Porter asked why the delinquency covers seven years. The property was foreclosed upon
several years ago and liens continue to be filed until transfer or sale of property. The property on
which the trailer sat is owned by the fairground and an individual owned the trailer. The tax bills were
sent to the individual and the fairgrounds was unaware the taxes were delinquent until such time the
trailer was abandoned. The Manager has notified the fairground owners that in the future delinquency
notices will be sent to the fairgrounds as wel . T
a
. C
T
a a
a
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Ma a
stated he received a copy of state law from the Tax Assessor which states that personal property
should not be assessed against trailers. Sections of fairgrounds are tax exempt, but the mobile home
park is not. A removal of a trailer has to be approved by the municipality and this is how the
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P
Ma a
mendation is a good compromise
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Motion by Councilor Perfetti, seconded by Councilor Storey-King, to authorize a personal property tax
abatement in the amount of $3,001.04 for property identified as R07-008-0T8-0T8 and located at the
Cumberland Fairgrounds in exchange for proper removal and disposal of the unoccupied mobile
home.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0-1 (Councilor Stiles abstained)
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060 To set a Public Hearing date (May 24th) to consider and act on a recommendation by
the Coastal Waters Commission for a Wharfing Out Permit for property located at 21
Sturdivant Road.

The Manager explained a wharfing out permit application has been received from the Pierce family
a
a
a
a
a
.W a
a
a
a
.
Motion by Councilor Turner, seconded by Councilor Stiles, to set a Public Hearing date of May 24th to
Consider and act on a recommendation by the Coastal Waters Commission for a Wharfing out Permit
for property located at 21 Sturdivant Road.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0
10

061 To accept a donation of $500 for the purchase of miscellaneous fire department
equipment.

This donation is received from National Semiconductor and will be put into a fire fund and brought
back to you for expenditure of those funds.
Motion by Councilor Stiles, seconded by Councilor Perfetti, to accept a donation of $500 for the
purchase of miscellaneous fire department equipment.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0
10

062 To accept donations totaling $1,350 for use in the construction of a Junior Golf Room
at the lower level of the Val Halla clubhouse.

Val Halla Golf Course member Maurice Fisher managed a campaign for donations to pay for space
in the lower level of the Val Halla golf course to provide space for the junior golf program. This space
a
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a a a a
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Stiles asked if there is a donation goal. The goal is $5,000.
Motion by Councilor Moriarty, seconded by Councilor Stiles, to accept donations totaling $1,350 for
use in the construction of a Junior Golf Room at the lower level of the Val Halla clubhouse.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0
10- 063

To countersign the Warrant and Notice of Election calling the June 8, 2010 MSAD 51
Budget Validation Referendum.

The council is required by state school election law to meet and countersign the MSAD 51 Budget
Validation Referendum Warrant.
Motion by Councilor Perfetti, seconded by Councilor Moriarty, to receive and countersign the Warrant
and Notice of Election calling the MSAD 51 Budget Validation Referendum of Tuesday, June 8, 2010.
VOTE:
PASSAGE 6-1 (Councilor Stiles)
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V.

NEW BUSINESS

Councilor Turner much respect for Mr. Swan and his genuine concern about costs in this town;
however, he is wrong on two counts council does question and scrutinize department budgets; we
had loss of jobs and required higher medical benefit contributions; suggestion that 49% disagreed; a
very small minority voted there was a strong move before the vote which provided information that
was blatantly wrong; if it had failed as a result of the misinformation it would have been unfortunate;
a
a a
a
a
;
work during the budget process.
Councilor Perfetti updated the council on Main Street Committee work; committee will not report
on 4/01; they hosted the first neighborhood meeting and it was moderately attended; those in
attendance though provided great input for consideration; a second neighborhood meeting will be held
sometime in late May; plenty of opportunities for more input.
Councilor Porter he also attended the meeting; approximately twelve people attended; wished more
people would participate.
Councilor Storey-King held a dinner/auction at Val Halla in honor of Hannah Storey who has
cystic fibrosis on April 30; the idea is a senior graduation project; they raised over $11,000 in support
of cystic fibrosis; thanked everyone who participated; hand carried a check today from Peter Bingham
for the Veterans Memorial project; many generous individual donors.
Chairman Copp
a
;
a a T
graduation this past weekend from Clemson University.
Councilor Stiles
a
again in top ten percent.
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Councilor Moriarty Main Street Committee will meet on the 20th to consider the input they
received at the neighborhood meeting; encouraged more attendance at the next meeting; asked if there
are any other comparable Mass Gathering Permit situations coming before the council in the near
future; he is willing to review the issue at an ordinance committee meeting after six months
experience.
Town Manager we may want to look at a different fee structure or Mass Gathering ordinance
change in the future; candidates night on June 2nd - all candidates will be participating; forum at 7 pm
and will be televised.
V. ADJOURNMENT
Motion by Councilor Perfetti, seconded by Councilor Storey-King to adjourn.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0
TIME:
8:34 pm
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MANAGER'S
REPORT

ITEM
10-064
To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Wharfing
Out Permit for 21 Sturdivant Road as recommended by the
Coastal Waters Commission.

Item tabled by applicant to June 14th

ITEM
10-065
To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Victualer's
License application for Tulips Cupcakery and Farm to operate at
the Farmer's Market, for the period of
May 24 th through June 30t\ 2010.

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION FOR VICTUALER'S (Food Sen ice Establishment) LICENSE
1
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Business or Trade Name:
Business Address:
Name ofM~nager:
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Date of Event or New License:
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Signature of Authorized Person: -~______,...,_._J,,....__,n""-,.....,i-:{-=--'
_________

Date:
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C:v\ Pcu/00 i ()(LodtAL.k!++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
CHECK THE PROPERTY CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICENSE:
(a) Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the premises

$50.00

--

(b) Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the premises

$50.00

--

(c) Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes of Maine, serving
both malt liquor and spirituous and vinous liquor

$50.00

--

(d) A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail grocery
stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen stores, and
dairy product stores, where food is stored or is kept for sale and where
the total area of the establishment is less than 10,000 square feet

$25.00

--

(e) Same as (d) but total area of the establishment is more than 10,000
square feet

$25.00 __

(f) Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and sleeping
accommodations are furnished to the public such as hotels, motels
and bed and breakfasts

$100.00 __

(g) Establishment operated by Non-Profit organization

NO FEE __

(h) Vending Machine

$10.00 --

(i) Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. Per Unit:
Name & type of vending unit(s): _________________

$10.00

V
_

Enclose CHECK payable to: Town of Cumberland
SEND TO: TOWN CLERK, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland ME 04021
Application Rec'd: _______

Date of Issuance _____

Cert No. ___
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TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION FOR VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE

Business or Trade Name: --""/<c..,___._,&M-=-='e.J:......::L'----"])'-£.JoloC-~....-:....,,:S~-,..~~e.:=t~+~l""""e.--ik~o..!-/l....:..:.
_________
_
Business Address:

3a DAI< H,LL Ra

Name of Manager:
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Date of Event or New License: ----=-:-;,,-,...:--'--..::o.--;-~----------------?
S ignat ure of Authorized Perso : ~~~ALc~i:;;;:;;s::;~2!.._-Date:
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CHECK THE PROPERTY CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICENSE:
a) Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the premises

$50.00_

b) Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the premises

$50.00_

c) Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes of Maine,
serving both malt liquor and spirituous and vinous liquor

$50.00_

d) A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail grocery
stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen stores, and
dairy product stores, where food is stored or is kept for sale and where
the total area of the establishment is less than 10,000 square feet

$25.00_

e) Same as (d) but total area of the establishment is more than 10,000 square
feet

$25.00_

f) Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and sleeping
accommodations are furnished to the public such as hotels, motels and
bed and breakfasts

$100.00_

g) Establishment operated by Non-Profit organization

NO FEE

h) Vending Machine

$10.00

i) Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. Per Unit:

$10.00

Name & type of vending unit(s):

Ke:f;~Le..
Ko1t.tJ't- Po1•HeJ~&kiL

Enclose CHECK payable to: Town of Cumberland
SEND TO: Town Clerk, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021

Application Rec'd:
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Date of Issuance: ------

Cert. No. ----
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Maine

SERIAL NUt.'lBER

Department of Agriculture, Food and Rural Resources
Division of Quality Assurance & Regulations
28 State House Station, Augusta, lvfE 04333-0028
(207) 287-3841

2-22940

December 27, 2007

December 31, 2008

LICENSE NUMBER

DATE OF ISSUE

DATE OF EXPIRATION

TI-uscertificate is Yahd only between the
date issued and expiration date appearing
herein. Only the named holder at the
location for which issued may use it.

This cettijiesthat

Kernel Bob's Kettle Korn
Kernel Bob's Kernel Korn Corp

i

The person named herein is authorized
to sell or manufacture food products,
fuel and/ or sell or repair weighing and
measuring devices as permitted by la\v
for the listed authorizations.

VENDOR

33 Oak Hill RD

I
.

l\t!OBILE

Monmouth, ME 04259-

Location:

40232

This certificate and/ or each type of
authorization represented is subject to
suspension, revocation or cancellation as
authorized by Maine ReYised Statutes .

33 Oak Hill RD, Monmouth

'-------------------~
LICENSE 1YPE

-

~

I:,

License Type

Authorizations

Mobile Vendor

0 to 10

Home Food Processor

'

FEE

DESCRIPTION OF LIC:ENSE AUTHORIZ.t\TIONS

Fee

Bulk Sales (candy, fruit, nuts, popcorn)

10.00

Other Type
Kettle Korn

10.00

TOTAL:

20.0'-
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11111111111
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i
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EVERY LICENSE SHALL BE DISPL\ YED ON THE
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TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION FOR VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE
Business or Trade Name: __

__,C""""--=;o-'-/e.,:>=-_,_(a-=v-=-m.:....:...S-=-------------------

Business Address:

-P.0, Tux f.a79

Name of Manager:
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Date of Event or New License:
Signature of Authorized Person:

GvCU?f;fYJa fn e 01o39
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~Date:
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CHECK THE PROPERTY CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICENSE:
a) Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the premises

$50.00

b) Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the premises

$50.00

c) Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes of Maine,
serving both malt liquor and spirituous and vinous liquor

$50.00

d) A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail grocery
stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen stores, and
dairy product stores, where food is stored or is kept for sale and where
the total area of the establishment is less than 10,000 square feet

$25.00

e) Same as (d) but total area of the establishment is more than 10,000 square
feet

$25.00

f) Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and sleeping
accommodations are furnished to the public such as hotels, motels and
bed and breakfasts

$100.00 __

g) Establishment operated by Non-Profit organization

NO FEE

h) Vending Machine

$10.00

i) Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. Per Unit:

$10.00 · ✓

Name & type of vending unit(s):

~It. J::avm5Pul'.fab/eVe.adin;y
llni/:

Enclose CHECK payable to: Town of Cumberland
SEND TO: Town Clerk, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021

ApplicationRec'd:
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Date of Issuance: ______

Cert. No. __

_

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION FOR VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE
Business or Trade Naine:
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CHECK THE PROPERTY CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICENSE:
a) Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the premises

$50.00

b) Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the premises

$50.00_

c) Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes of Maine,
serving both malt liquor and spirituous and vinous liquor

$50.00

d) A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail grocery
stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen stores, and
dairy product stores, where food is stored or is kept for sale and where
the total area of the establishment is 'less than 10,000 square feet

$25.00_

e) Same as (d) but total area of the establishment is more than 10,000 square

$25.00_

feet
$100.00

f) Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and sleeping

accommodations are furnished to the public such as hotels, motels and
bed and breakfasts
NO FEE

g) Establishment operated by Non-Profit organization
h) Vending Machine

$10.00

i) Temporary Vendi;ng Unit operating at a fair. Per Unit:

$10.00~

Name & type of vending unit(s): ___________________

_

Enclose CHECK payable to: Town of Cumberland
SEND TO: Town Clerk, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021

Application Rec'd:

5 _,/7-/D

@l <ff/o<iP

Date of Issuance: ______

Cert. No. __

_

EST ID 20730
E."TING PLACE - MOBILE
SLUSH EXPRESS 2

ISSUED

645 KING ST

02/19/2010

OXFORD ME 04270

EXPIRES

01l31i201"'
VVULLEMANROGER
SLUSH -=xPRESS 2
645 KING ST

BRENDA M. HARVEY
rV...

OXFORD 04270
",01 -~RANSF-ERABLE

',.

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION FOR VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE
Business or Trade Name:

Vtnr
'1

S

('CIY7t'r'55~,,,j_,,

/J()/5ox 53
G-i,-vhau, ,AM._.
Name of Manager: Vt·1.1
cen,7 Al).e/sbJ/f
Bus. Phone:
Date of Event or New License:
Au1 I J- - Ii 1 2 di o
BusinessAddress:

Signature of Authorized Person:

~

Date:

t:''-/IJ3tf"'

:J/t:J-e,/10
---.
~----

.....••.•......•.............••..•.••••••.••.•.•.•..••..••••.••.•.•••.••.••.•••.•••....•......••••.....•.•.......•.....•..
CHECK THE PROPERTY CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICENSE:
a) Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the premises

$50.00_

b) Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the premises

$50.00

c) Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes of Maine,
serving both malt liquor and spirituous and vinous liquor

$50.00_

d) A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail grocery
stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen stores, and
dairy product stores, where food is stored or is kept for sale and where
the total area of the establishment is less than 10,000 square feet

$25.00_

e) Same as (d) but total area of the establishment is more than 10,000 square
feet

$25.00_

f) Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and sleeping
accommodations are furnished to the public such as hotels, motels and
bed and breakfasts

$100.00_

g) Establishment operated by Non-Profit organization

NO FEE

h) Vending Machine

$10.00

i) Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. Per Unit:

$10. 00~

Name & type of vending unit(s): __

[LL-/l_:.1_//J...:._M--1-r-=J
____________

_

Enclose CHECK payable to: Town of Cumberland
SEND TO: Town Clerk, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021

Application Rec'd:

S--/;- /{)

GA_eft 367

Date oflssuance: ______

Cert. No. __

_

of Jiaittr

~htb

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

EST ID 8241
EATING PLACE - MOBILE
VINNY'S CONCESSIONS

ISSUED

PO BOX 53

01/19/2010

GORHAM ME 04038-0053

EXPIRES
01/31/2011

NIELSEN, VINCENT & DEBORAH
VINNY'S CONCESSIONS
PO BOX 53
AUGUSTA 04038

BRENDA M. HARVEY
COMMISSIONER
NON-TRANSFERABLE

m10

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION FOR VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE
Business or Trade Name:
Business Address:
NameofManager:

f\u.c.o
l/'\ Co~
(J!.$t
~

1'6'II Qe,\ Ldcki't1
QIcf hAG.

:l2i2, Ota
a
~\&

,.f\

NL&,(0

Date of Event or New License:
Signature of Authorized Person:

lv')

'

~=;:

\~\C.

Bus.Phone:

lli.£UltlJ 9-- l~- \ ;l_
Qu(CJ:.:Date:

~33,

0 '-'3.50

&l(Q3

;;;_'9-Q-40

CHECK THE PROPERTY CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICENSE:
a) Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the premises

$50.00

b) Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the premises

$50.00

c) Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes of Maine,
serving both malt liquor and spirituous and vinous liquor

$50.00

d) A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail grocery
stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen stores, and
dairy product stores, where food is stored or is kept for sale and where
the total area of the establishment is less than 10,000 square feet

$25.00_

e) Same as (d) but total area of the establishment is more than 10,000 square
feet

$25.00_

$100.00_

f) Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and sleeping

accommodations are furnished to the public such as hotels, motels and
bed and breakfasts
NO FEE

g) Establishment operated by Non-Profit organization
h) Vending Machine

$10.00_

i) Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. Per Unit:

$10.ooX

Name & type of vending unit(s): _________________

__,____

Enclose CHECK payable to: Town of Cumberland
SEND TO: Town Clerk, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021

Application Rec'd:

fO~~

5- /';~/!)

d/#

Date oflssuance: ______

5D</lJ/,l/7d9/!)

Cert. No. __

_

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION FOR VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE

Aueot{\ Cal\Co~\'oos.;33 Oa.l:'.-/~'II ~octcl, L':!c..6f,dc(5\iloOL/JoD

Business or Trade Name:
Business Address:
Name of Manager:

G~ t)e

DateofEventorNewLicense:

~Dln
~

Bus. Phone:

1~·(3-1~

:f58-&l0-3

[}b/.Q

Signature of Authorized Person:Cu,
1( o ~
Date: Q •!) 'l - I 0
................................................................•......•..•..............................•................
CHECK THE PROPERTY CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICENSE:
a) Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the premises

$50.00_

b) Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the premises

$50.00

c) Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes of Maine,
serving both malt liquor and spirituous and vinous liquor

$50.00_

d) A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail grocery
stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen stores, and
dairy product stores, where food is stored or is kept for sale and where
the total area of the establishment is less than 10,000 square feet

$25.00_

e) Same as (d) but total area of the establishment is more than 10,000 square
feet

$25.00_

$100.00_

f) Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and sleeping

accommodations are furnished to the public such as hotels, motels and
bed and breakfasts
NO FEE

g) Establishment operated by Non-Profit organization
h) Vending Machine

$10.00

i) Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. Per Unit:

$10.ooi

Name & type of vending unit(s): __________________

_

Enclose CHECK payable to: Town of Cumberland
SEND TO: Town Clerk, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021

Application Rec'd: ---------

Date of Issuance: ------

Cert. No. ----

{~"

~t
/ ......
f¾

t f'"'~~
---:~
i·t
~

~'1,

i-

fJE:Pl\~i.T"f\/iEi'~TC)F:Ht:.fa~L~ff~R~
At✓[) ~iL}:\~/:\{\i,SEF1\/l(~~E!3

EST ID 2063
EATING PLACE - MOBILE
AUCOIN CONCESSIONS #3

ISSUED

233 OAK HILL RD

01/19/2010

LITCHFIELD ME 04350-3402

EXPIRES
01/31/2011

AUCOIN, STEVE
AUCOIN CONCESSIONS #3
BRENDA M. HARVEY
COMMISSIONER

LITCHFIELD

CfS°4>18

EST ID 7490
EATING PLACE - MOBILE
AUCOIN CONCESSIONS #1
233 OAK HILL RD
UTCHF!ELD ME 04350-3402

ISSUED
01/19/2010
EXPIRES

01/31/2011

AUCOIN. STEVE

AUCOIN CONCESSiONS #1
LITCHFIELD

BRENDA M. H.i\RVEY
COMMISSIONER

(13)4!~0

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION FOR VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE
Business or Trade Name:

:tha:1e
~J- FoDCJ~
1 Ch~cl-~

Business Address:
NameofManager:

~~ ~/Yf'Nv'V

Date of Event or New License:

Cu,.J)uM_
Me O'fOlf
Bus. Phone:
%J1.q11o

/J- f/1'-f <7010

--r---r----,..,-----------1---:---------

Signatu re of Authorized Person: _____

..............••........•..•.••....••••••

____,.'--______

Date:

~

j r/{O

················································································

CHECK THE PROPERTY CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICENSE:
a) Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the premises

$50.00

b) Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the premises

$50.00_

c) Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes of Maine,
serving both malt liquor and spirituous and vinous liquor

$50.00_

d) A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail grocery
stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen stores, and
dairy product stores, where food is stored or is kept for sale and where
the total area of the establishment is less than 10,000 square feet

$25.00_

e) Same as (d) but total area of the establishment is more than 10,000 square
feet

$25.00

f) Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and sleeping
accommodations are furnished to the public such·as hotels, motels and
bed and breakfasts

$100.00

g) Establishment operated by Non-Profit organization

NO FEE

h) Vending Machine

$10.00

i) Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. Per Unit:

$10.00

Name & type of vending unit(s): ___________________

_

Enclose CHECK payable to: Town of Cumberland
SEND TO: Town Clerk, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021

ApplicationRec'd:

5-jl)-/!J

cA~ cJ-~Cj.S-

Date of Issuance: ------

7

Cert. No. ----

,

of

~hth

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

EST ID 6182
EATING PLACE - MOBILE
ISSUED
01/19/2010
EXPIRES

THREE LEAF FOODS
7 CANDLEWICK LN
CUMBERLAND ME 04021-4031

01/31/2011
PLUMMER, JOANNE
THREE LEAF FOODS
7 CANDLEWICK LN
CUMBERLAND 04021

BRENDA M. HARVEY
COMMISSIONER
NON-TRANSFERABLE

-------------------

O~l~~ 7

)

.

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION FOR VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE
Business or Trade Name:
Business Address:
NameofManager:

I{ C_'5

;;) I 3o

_wo (!{;~j SaoJ i,(),cbe..s
L CJve //

/Y1cJ1Y) 5fY-Lf{

k:aYtJfetr1( ~cht1wsl;:/Bus.Phone:

Date of Event or New License:

tnE of-p5 I
207--128-3&;'{:L

---=8_/:....:....1..:....::z'-----1/,____,1---=o
__ -_______;8=--+-/..,;_>
1-~/t---=o
___________

Signature of Authorized Person:

K'(!A/ach.,,cvwsl?t·

Date:

_

3 /2 IP / 10

......•.................••.•.••.•..••••••..•.•••••...•..••....•.•.....••.•..•.•.•••....•....•.•.•.•......•..•........•...•
CHECK THE PROPERTY CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICENSE:
a) Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the premises

$50.00

b) Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the premises

$50.00

c) Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes of Maine,
serving both malt liquor and spirituous and vinous liquor

$50.00

d) A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail grocery
stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen stores, and
dairy product stores, where food is stored or is kept for sale and where
the total area of the establishment is less than 10,000 square feet

$25.00_

e) Same as (d) but total area of the establishment is more than 10,000 square
feet

$25.00_

f) Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and sleeping
accommodations are furnished to the public such as hotels, motels and
bed and breakfasts

$100.00

g) Establishment operated by Non-Profit organization

NO FEE

h) Vending Machine

$10.00

i) Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. Per Unit:
Name & type of vending unit(s):\'Gr-

/t1afe

$10.00_½_
11

Towahie 1iiiir1ra,·1e,

Enclose CHECK payable to: Town of Cumberland
SEND TO: Town Clerk, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021

Application Rec'd:

S-- /?--/D

dtc1L91ry

Date of Issuance: ______

Cert. No. __

_
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·___
STATE OF ·MAINE

MAINE·REYE·..-~-.·
· SERVICES

RESALE Q:ffJFICA TE
THIS CBRTIFICATE
·JS/fALID
JANUARY 01 2010 TBRU
Business Name .

_. :te~/,2014

siness Type

oc tion Address

VACHONSltl
U.TBLDN·c
D/B/A K.C-'S·WAUtING-SARDWICHES
2130 MAINST
.
.
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ME04051-3014

. PREP POOD
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--•·_._qi·

!!'9

.
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ITEM
10-067
To set a Public Hearing date (June 14th ) to consider and act on
amendments to section 204.14.3 .3 Industrial Zone (I) of the
Cumberland Zoning Ordinance re: side setback buffering,
as recommended by the Planning Board.

Notice of Decision
Date: April 28, 2010
To:

Bill Shane, Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021

Re:

Public Hearing: Draft zoning amendment for Section 204.14.3.3 Industrial zone
(I) re: side setback buffering.

This is to advise you that on April 27, 2010 the Planning Board voted to approve and
recommend to the to the Town Council the draft zoning amendment for Section
204.14.4.3 Indu~trial district to the Town of Cumberland Zoning Ordinance .

.3 Side:
15 Note: where a proposed non-residential use will abut an existing
residential zone, the side setback shall be 7 5' of which 15' will be a landscaped buff er
consisting of vegetation, fencing or a landscaped berm or a combination of the three;
provided that the landscape buffer may be waived by the Planning Board when the
topography of the site makes the buffering ineffective.

Waivers granted:

None

Waivers Denied:

None

Standard Conditions of Approval

This approval is dependent upon and limited to the proposals and plans contained in the application
and supporting documents submitted and affirmed to by the applicant. Any variation from the plans,
proposals and supporting documents, except deminimus changes as so determined by the Town
Planner which do not affect approval standards, is subject to review and approval of the Planning
Board prior to implementation.

Board

ITEM
10-068
To set a Public Hearing date (June 14th ) to consider and act
on a Mass Gathering permit for the Cumberland Soccer
Club Labor Day "Just For Fun" Soccer Tournament to be
held at Twin Brook Recreation Facility on
September 4 & 5, 2010.

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
Publication Dates:_______
Publication Names: ______
Date Filed: ________

_
_
_

Fee Received:_______
Date Ordinance Received:_____

_

Issued:_________

_

_

Denied: ----------

Mass Gathering Application-Minor Large Outdoor Event
(500-4,999 persons)
This application must be filed with the Town Clerk not less than 60 days before the date of the event.
Application must be accompanied by a non-refundable fee of $250.00.

Address of Applicant:

Is the facility owned by the applicant: ___

(if no, attach a copy of the contract with
The owner which allows use of property)
Name of promoter (if different from above): _______________
_
yes;

/no,

Telephone number: _______________________
Date of Event:

$, ~ . ,<\~-5 1

_

2•£>19ime (start and finish times):

Number of tickets available: _______

1o.l'h
- 1('Yh

_

~:J_
......
,~WJO'-----'----~/Y!lv--j;
h ~ ·:f/'5k'-vYWL
Pl~

Expected attend an ce:__
Description of e~ent:

Mv~d 5.-lo/1I~

Qt(JA11))~

u

iArU;L
w.,~~. )·1s tui11tL,~·fvofY\
c~ vW

/

Will any food vendors be serving at the event: __

\/__

what types)

aj-

On.£ v-ev1rLo
v - C,SL -

~ ki
1

,yes, ----.-___

v-

~u~r'--'l..

~

no, (if yes, how many, and

CL ki:,.+ a.11--:e.f...
fee

luJ

~

-

!!2,
{h)tl , ~L&l cAn, Jhstd
coqs, bµ;;d.J
uJlih-0,
5crla,1~lR , c~ 4
Will any alcohol vendors be serving at the event? ___
yes,
\/no
(if yes, list name and attach
~
A_copy of the vendors license to sell alcohol, describe what alcohol will be served) ___

ff

_

Describe the three most recent outdoor performances of the group, performer, or event being
proposed. Include location, date(s), number in attendance, promoter or sponsoring person or

organization.
1.

~f/Jwbl½ :2-009
O Wot

(/\

2·------------~-----~~----------

ioo-1

3------------------------~-----Descriptionof facility:

/

A.

Seating capacity: _____

B.

Other seating capacity:

C.

Number of toilets available: __

D.

Number of parking spaces available:

E.

permanent;

(~
IV~

·

1 -e.t/5

temporary
standing room only (sq. ft.)

festival; _____

lfetf~f~_)_V_,..
_portable
(5a ~(l_)

d'--_- ___

1 \V,
j [AJ1
1

( Jll]Jllv"

0 ~~}

5 on-site;

off-site

----

Are all pprking lots lig-hted (applicable only if event runs into .evening hours:
no, if no, which lots are not lighted ____
r"--_·..._
__~
_______

7

__ ✓
__

yes;

_

c_·:>_·_e,_-_~_,,_1"-·---·•
__._,..c..]AJ____:.cctvl
__ ~______
_

F.

Source of potable water: ___

G.

Refuse

H.

Name

I.

When wi II refuse be picked up? ____

containers a_vail~),le, number and si~ej_::[v.L_ J ~l

--r\,VJV\

5e@~

~ nrvi0 -

C.-ttka::::_
fVt-v&:s
~

FV}cu'-'"17
s:tu-i

of ret:, disposal company (a_
ttach_ a copy of the agreement to pick up refuse)
j: .rlA0
JLe.-e.l-0

a#

1

~OL<-=....:.l..::::.:·~~·
·-+1---=s:.....=~~d-;i....i.....__·
i_. -----

~'--~--=-·

Public Safety:

facilities:_--=Ct_t_v7;._rl,_..,.6&L=-.;:_.
_;:,_-~-_· --~-·

J.

Describe first aid

K.

Describe emergency faciliti~~:

__ • L_Q.....;...._·
_-____

Prtt~r_L.
J f »_. ce.I ii ~~L .-. . . _·,n ., 'I) ,
:t 61/Vh ~i(J ,{IJM,.,he-11 b
~ t1.,btzz4yf)1 R.Wltt.iv.1
facilities:----n--r--r.::-f·-------------ClJl f /L,,(/
{AN

L.

Describe communication

_

M.

N.

Other security personnel (includ~rl:_ny

0.

Describe fire personnel:

5,(.)

name and qualificati°,n):

~d',Y

1

€

·rruiil--:

other:
P.

Q,

(dateL I received a coPYof the Cumberland M ass Gathering

On

Authorized Signature

7~-

--!c(f--- 1
15

~

(:/1a 1, a r (-ef i' 1,,--

-ioa

4£t11rY-r:=
,_,;,-/ I c::ov-e
r--afff' rr1otriS

f- xloon bvft_ltu;s

PAYMENT
SUMMARY
RECEIPT
TOWN
OFCUMBERLAND

290TUTTLE
ROAD
CUMBERLAND
ME04021
DATE:05/11/10 CUSTOMERH:
000000000
TIME: 1~:34
CLERK:
todonnel

RECPTH~
51378

PREU
BAL:

TP/YR: MS/2010 AMT
PAID~

BILL:

250YOO

ADJSTMNT~

EFFDT:05/11/10 BALDUE:
MISCELLANEOUS
PAYMENT

-----------------TOTALS----------------PRINCIPAL
PAIB:
INTEREST
PAID:
ADJUSTMENTS:
DISC TAl<EN:

AMT
TENDERED~
AMT
APPLIED:

CHANGE~

250.0D
,00

.00
.00
250.00
250.00
.DO

PAIDBY:
CUMBERLAND
SOCCER
CL
PAYMENT
METH~
CHECK
PAYMENT
REF: 1002

April30,2010
Nadeen Daniels
Town Clerk
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland Center, Maine 04021
Dear Nadeen:
Atiached you will find the Mass Gathering Application for our annual "Labor Day Just
For Fun Tournament.," which is to be held at Twin Brooks on September 6 & 7, 2010.
You will find attachments to the application regarding the following items:
, Check #1002 in the amount of$250
E-mail from Portable Toilet and Waste provider (Royal Flush)
E-mail from Lt. Calder re: Police Department requirements
E-mail from Chief Small re: ambulatory requirements
E-mail from Health Officer regarding potable water and other health issues
Copy of the Facility Request Form for Twin Brook Recreation Area
As you know, we have held this tournament many years in the past, and we expect no
changes this year. I have contacted Nate Schools regarding the rescue department
requirements, and as soon as I hear back from him, I will let you !mow. As written
confirmation becomes available to me, I will certainly forward it to you.
I would like to submit this document so that it will brought up at a Town Council meeting
in the near future.
Thank you, Nadeen, and if you have any questions, or if you need to discuss anything
with me, please contact me.

Cumberland Soccer Club
Co-Chair Labor Day Tournament
Sclifford l@.rnaine.rr.com
829-6097

From: royalflushmaine@aol.com
Subject: Re: Cumberland Soccer Club Labor Day Tournament
Date: March 26, 2010 2:05:34 PM EDT
To: sclifford1@maine.rr.com
Susan
you got it. We have you all booked same price as the last few years no increase look forward to it
Jeff

Message----From: Susan Clifford <sclifford1@maine.rr.com>
To: ROYALFLUSHMAfNE <royalflushmaine@aol.com>
Sent: Tue, Mar 23, 2010 1:31 pm
Subject: Cumberland Soccer Club Labor Day Tournament
-----Original

Hi Jeff,

We're planning for our annual Labor Day tournament to be held on Saturday,
September 4 and Sunday September 5 at Twin Brook Recreation Park and Greely
Middle School/High School in Cumberland.
We'd love to hire your services,
again.
Please confirm that you're available
that weekend and that you'll
deliver the portable toilets
on Friday, September 3 and service them Saturday
evening, Saturday, September 4. Also, if you could provide us with toilets
with
locks on them this year, that would be very helpful.
Thank you,
Susan

Clifford

sclifford1@moine.rr.com
504-711

From: "Milton Calder" <mcalder@cumberlandmaine.com>
RE: CSC Labor Day Tournament
Date: March 23, 20-W 1:54:36 PM EDT
To: "Susan Clifford" <sclifford1@maine.rr.com>

Subject:

What do we require???

Lets see good warm weather, nice friendly people, !ti!!

Yes 30.00/ hour plus the required fringe benefits.

Comes out to 47.10/hour.

When you do the mailings to the groups could you please put something in their about obeying the speed limits?? Every year we get a
lot of speed complaints in and around the center of town during this event. Any help you can give us with some sort of mes.sage would be
great.
Yes you can put me down as the contact person, we can speak in July about hours, staffing etc. 2-3 is fine, normally we put one at the
high school and the other 2 at Twin Brook

Lt. Mi Iton R. Calder
Cumberland Police Department
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland Maine 04021
mealder@cumberlandmai ne.com

From: Susan Clifford [mailto:scliffordl@maine.rr.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2010 1:35 PM
To: Milton Calder
Subject: CSC Labor Day Tournament

Dear Lt. Calder,
It's that time of ye.ar again -- the CSC is getting ready to host their annual labor Day Just for Fun Tournament
This year, we are
proposing to hold the tournament on September 4 & 5 at Twin Brooks and the High School/Middle school fields. I am currently completing
the Mass Gathering Application, and one portion requires that l receive confirmation from you regarding the hiring of appropriate safety
personnel. I believe in the past, we have had 2-3 officers at $30/hour. Is that still the case?
Please let me know what you require from the CSC for this event.
please contact me.

If you have any questions, or if you have any questions or concerns,

Sincerely,
Susan Clifford
scliiford1@maine'.rr,com

504-7111

Please be advised that pursuant to Title 1 M.R.5.A. Section 402(3), a public record includes
any written,
printed or
graphic matter or any mechanical or electronic
data in the possession
or custody of an agency or public official
th
at hos been received or prepared for use in connection with the transaction
of public or governmental
business and c
ontains
information
relating
to the transaction
of said business;
therefore,
the public is advised that any correspo
ndence, whether by traditional
method or e-mail with Town offices
or Town officials,
with certain
limited exceptions
, is public record and is available
for review by any interested
party.

Fron1:
Subject:
Dnte:
To:
Cc:

"Dan Small" <dsmall@cumberlandmaine.com>
Labor Day Tournament
March 30, 201010:34:16 AM EDT
<Sclifford1@maine.rr.com>
"Nate Schools" <nschools@cumberlandmaine.com>, "Dan Small" <dsmall@cumberlandmaine.com>

Susan,
Due to the size of this event we need to staff our reserve ambulance for both days of the tournament. There was some confusion last
year and we ended up not coordinating staffing for the unit until the first morning of the tournament to ensure that there was adequate
coverage. There will be a cost to the soccer club of $40 per hour which includes a paramedic and an EMT and we will waive the $125
cost per day charge for the vehicle. The ambulance will be dedicated strictly to the event. Although we have an ambulance that is staffed
daily at the station this unit is quite busy and when it is on a call can be tied up for three hours from the time the emergency starts to them
returning from the hospital. With the crowd size along with the number of kids involved we need to have an ambulance dedicated for
everyone's safety. Please contact me with any questions regarding this note. We look forward to another excellent tournament and
working with you and the soccer club staff.
Regards,
(J)anie[~

Sma[{,P/FO

Chief of Department/EMA Director
Cumberland Fire Department
366 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, Maine 04021
Office (207) 829 - 5421 or (207) 829 - 2213
Cell (207) 233 - 0414
Fax (207) 829 - 4256
www.cumberlandmaine.com/Fire
www.cfdsauacJ1.com
www.cfdengine5.com

Deot.cfm

Dear Chief Small,
It's that time of year again -- the Cumberland Soccer Club is getting ready for their annual Labor Day Just for Fun Tournament.
This year, we are proposing that the toumament be held on September 4 & 5 at Twin Brooks and the High School/Middle School
fields. I am in the process of filling out the Mass Gathering Application for the town, and I need to confirm with you that you agree
to have firefighters and one fire truclc avaifable for any incidents that may occur. We would not need anything in addition to what
you would normally have available for the town for that weekend; I just need confirmation from you that your services will be
available (by email is fine -- I just need to have it for my paperworl< submission to the town).
Please let me know if you have any questions, or need to review anything with me.
Sincerely,
Susan Clifford
17 Hazef!ine Drive
504-7111
sclifforcl1@maine,rr com

Please be advised that pursuant to Title 1 M.R.S.A. Section 402(3), a public record includes
any written,
printed or
graphic matter or any mechanical or electronic
data in the possession
or custody of on agency or public official
th
at has been received or prepared for use in connection
with the trarisaction
of public or governmental
business and c
ontains information
relating
to the transaction
of said business;
therefore,
the public is advised that any correspo
ndence, whether by traditional
method or e-mail with Town offices
or Town officials,
with certain
limited exceptions
, is public record and is available
for review by any interested
party.

From:
Subject:
Date:

Eileen Wyatt <elwyatt363@hotmail.com>
RE: CSC Labor Day Tournament
March 23, 2010 4:15:19 PM EDT
To: "Susan Clifford, soccer" <Sclifford1@maine.rr.com>

HI Sue,
In addition to bottled water wi.11you have access to the water/sink at the playfng field (football)?
the hand wash sinks available near the porta potties as in past years.

The new building at Twin Brooks is certainly a winner for supplying

You seem to do such a good job in planning.

I assume you will have

water, toilets and refrigeration.

I hope the weather cooperates.

Eileen
From: scliffordl@maine.rr.com
Subject: CSC Labor Day Tournament
Date: Tue, 23 Mar 2010 13:36:17 -0400

To: elwyatt363@hotmail.com
Hi Eileen,
It's that time of year again - lhe CSC is getting ready to hold its annual Labor Day Just for Fun Tournament. This year, we are proposing that the
tournament take place on September 5 & 6 at Twin Brooks and the High School/Middle School fields. I am in the process of filfing out the Mass
Gathering Application for the town, and one portion of the application requests confinnation from you regarding an adequate, safe supply of waler.
Please be advised that we will run the toumamnet as we have in years past, and that nothing will change reagarding having plenty of bottled, potable
water available.
Please let me know if you need anything else from em, ortfyou

have any questions.

Regards,
Susan Clifford
sdfford1 @maine.rr corn

504-7111

Hotmail: Trusted email with powerful SPAM protection.

Sian uo novv.

Facility Request Form - Twin Brook Recreation Area
Please complete form and return to:

Note 1
Completed application is due
2 weeks prim· to sclzetlulecl
activity.

Cumberland Recreation
290 Tuttle Road Cumberland
Cumberland, ME 04021

Park and/or Athletic Field Application

Cuvnbev:land 5:JcLeL CfMb
Name of Contact Person:
S:us.:an CdI f-fo
✓;i
NameofOrganization:

H-Phone:

32Y/-&o°J1 W-Phone _____

5:J<j.JI//

CancellationPhone

1J41,_)jl'.'.a?~r~

Csc.__
'' .lus,f (hj/ hu/' L:i.b6V
Date of Activity $&;:;;/.
4-5 ;20/0TimeRequested
la'1-1--Start
Facilitv or Field{s) Requested: {please check anthat apply)
Planned Activity

rJ

1. Game Field

/-

o

,1.,.

lrGl ✓ tl

-

C{r'l(fL

r_.,,,-VI~ r

-r,v

~sL_LY~J__

(::>

4. Trails L--"'

~

A

0nlf2_,,;.~

lL-t~----

:U:?erofSp:ctator

lf a

Special request{s)
Refreshments and/or sale of products - exclusive control (please check) Yes

Exclusive use of Twin Brook Facility- Tuttle Road Park /
Notes and/or Comments

'

V

5. Multi-purpose Field (Greely Road)

NumberofParticipants

~ 3. Practice Field Right<----

2. Practice Field Left

6. ParkArea(s) specific

7e~hEnd

i

~tj

~

-.lL No

Greely Road Park ___

Both

Fee Structure:
Resident: Practice or Game Field Cost for Resident Groups/ Teams (SAD51 Teams exempt)
(50 % of players on team must be from Cumberland/N. Yarmouth to equal resident rate)
Fee per Participant
$2.00
$5.00
$10.00
$ 15.00
$20.00

Hours of Use
0-5 hours
6- 15 hours
16 - 30 hours
30-45 hours
46- + hours

Non-Resident; Group/Team practice/game.

or Event/To
ge fee to

Fee:

$50.00 per hour

win Brook Trustees - mass gathering permit also required.

Signature of Group/Team Representative - acknowledgement of having read Twin Brook Policies

9ft/ecu/dnd
7I

(__Y
Date:

(J

PrintName:

~l.S:an

Cl;f/uvc:L

&Leu,,~ 1 2o I 0
l

Please make check payable to: Town of Cumberland

Office cfzeck off

Date application received __________

Within 2 weeks of scheduled use

Fee received: -----

Copy of Insurance received __

Permission:

Denied -------

Granted ----

Signature of Recreation Administrator or designee: _________________
Date of approval _____

Yes __

Yes

No

No

_

_

Comments,________________________________

_

ITEM
10-069
To set a Public Hearing date (June 14th ) to award a three year
solid waste/recycling contract.

TOWN

OF

290

CUMBERLAND,
TUTTLE

CUMBERLAND,
TEL:

207-829-2205

MAINE
ROAD

04021

MAINE
FAX:

829-2224

TO:

William Shane, Town Manager

FROM:

Christopher Bolduc, Director of Operations / Public Services

RE:

Solid Waste/Recycling Contract

DATE:

May 20, 2010

The Town of Cumberland's Solid Waste and Recycling contract expires June 30, 2010. I have
developed an updated bid document and have sent an invitation to bid to 11 (eleven) solid waste
contractors. The bid documents are due back on Wednesday, May 26, 2010 by 5:00pm and will
be ready for a public hearing on June 14th .

Town of Cumberland • 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, Maine 04021
Telephone (207) 829-2205 Fax (207) 829-2224

NEW
BUSINESS

William Shane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alex Kimball
Thursday, May 13, 2010 4:38 PM
William Shane
Housing Efficiency Grant

First off- Yes, the state of Maine was awarded a $30 million grant to fund energy efficiency upgrades. After that, it gets
muddy. I'll do the best I can to explain it all
How it works in generalA fund is set aside to provide the capital to loan to homeowners to make energy efficiency upgrades. I am uncertain
exactly how the money gets from this fund to the homeowners, and I suspect everyone else is as well. At any rate, the
homeowners eventually get the money, make the upgrades, and then repay this loan in the form of extra property tax
assessments. This would probably take the form of a supplemental tax bill in addition to the regular one, but it could
just as easily be part of the regular bill. Once the town collects this money, it is then returned to the fund from which it
originated. This type of system is often called a PACE(Property Assessed Clean Energy) program, and is already in place
in other states.
How it will work in MaineThe state will create and issue guidelines to municipalities to create PACEprograms. Towns that adopt these PACE
programs will then be eligible to participate in the Energy Efficiency Grant. A brand new organization called the
Efficiency Maine Trust will oversee the administration of the overall program.
When it will happenNo matter what, nothing will happen until July 1. That is because the organization tasked with administering this and
many of the other efficiency and renewable energy programs in the State of Maine won't actually exist until that date.
The Efficiency Maine Trust (www.efficiencymainetrust.org)
has established a triennial plan, elected an Executive
Director, and is now in the process of hiring it's full-time staff. It looks like they are ready to hit the ground running on
July 1, which is good news.

Once they get going, they will need to establish the guidelines for Municipal PACEprograms, get a bunch of
municipalities on board, create a homeowner application and funding process, and then actually get the funds out to the
homeowners. Our first indication that they are moving along in this process will be when the PACEprogram guidelines
are made available to the towns.
SummaryThis could be a great program. It could greatly reduce energy usage in the town, and should produce immediate utility
savings for homeowners throughout the state. The town should certainly take part in this program once it is up and
running. However, I don't think any of this will happen quickly, so don't expect to hear much for a while at least.

Alex Kimball
Finance Director
Town of Cumberland
207/829-2205 x303
Please be advised that pursuant to Title 1 M.R.S.A. Section 402(3), a public record includes any written, printed or graphic matter or any mechanical or electronic data in the
possession or custody of an agency or public official that has been received or prepared for use in connection with the transaction of public or governmental business and contains
information relating to the transaction of said business; therefore, the public is advised that any correspondence whether by traditional method or e-mail with Town offices or
Town officials, with certain limited exceptions, is a public record and is available for review by any interested party.
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Related Information :: MaineRecovery .gov
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Search Maine.gov Recovery:
Maine.gov: Official Website of the State of Maine
View Full Site

• Ifome
• Data
• Agencies

• FAQs
• Resources
• Guidance
• Feedback
Home > Resources

Maine Wins $30 Million Energy Efficiency Grant
04/21/2010
Recovery Act Funding Will Create Jobs, Help Businesses and Homeowners
AUGUSTA - Governor John E. Baldacci said today that Maine has received a $30 million federal grant from The
Recovery Act to fund energy efficiency upgrades in Maine.
"Maine is recognized as a national leader in our efforts to improve energy efficiency," Governor Baldacci said. "The
work that we have been doing at MaineHousing and at Efficiency Maine has demonstrated our ability to put resources
to work quickly, creating jobs and reducing energy consumption."
The competitive award was announced today by Vice President Biden and is part of $452 million in Recovery Act
funding through the U.S. Department of Energy awarded to 25 communities around the country. Under the Retrofit
Ramp-Up initiative, communities, governments and nonprofit organizations will work together to pioneer innovative
programs to support large-scale retrofits and make energy efficiency accessible to thousands of homeowners and
businesses.
The application for the grant was submitted by the Maine Public Utilities Commission's Energy Programs Division in
partnership with MaineHousing.
The grant will establish a revolving loan fund called the Maine Home Performance Fund to make buildings more
energy efficient. The strategy uses grant funds to subsidize retrofits for the first three years of the program. The fund
will be accessible to residents in towns that have adopted Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) programs that
meet guidelines established by the State.

http://www.maine.gov/tools/whatsnew/index.php?topic=transparency

_related _information...
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Related Information :: MaineRecovery .gov

Page 2 of 2

The funding will also allow the program to accurately measure energy savings and document reduced carbon
emissions, attracting private investors and creating a sustainable revenue stream to fund weatherization and energy
efficiency improvements.
"The Retrofit Ramp-Up funding will allow Maine to develop an innovative solution to expand residential efficiency,"
said John Brautigam, Director of the Energy Programs Division at the Maine PUC. "The Maine Home Performance
Fund will create a new financing option that will continue our efforts to break down barriers to homeowners and
businesses who want to reduce energy consumption."
Maine has one of the highest rates of homeownership in the country. Maine's aging housing stock and high cost of
fuel shows the potential value of retrofitting homes and businesses to improve energy efficiency.
"The revolving loan fund and PACE allow us to address key barriers to homeowner investment in weatherization
reducing or eliminating the up-front costs to consumers," said Dale McCormick, Director of MaineHousing.

by

Maine received one of the highest awards in the competitive process. New York State Research and Development
Authority received $40 million; Maine, Michigan and Los Angeles County, Calif., each received $30 million. Twentyone other awards ranged from $5 million to $25 million.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Awards I
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Contact Maine.gov I
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:Forest Lake
Conserva(ion Project
Phase II

Preparea fry:
CumberCantf County Soi{ & 'Water Conservation 'District
35 :M.ainStreet, Suite 3
'Wintfliam, :M.aine04062
207-892-4700

January

2010

Thank you to the partners of this project:
Cumberland County Soil & Water Conservation District
Forest Lake Association
Town of Cumberland
Town of Gray
Town of Windham
Maine Department of Environmental Protection

Cumberland County Soil & Water Conservation District Staff support for this
project:
Betty Williams, Project Manager
Jami Fitch, Project Manager
Heather True, Project Manager
Chris Baldwin, District Engineer
Betty Mclnnes, District Manager
Report prepared by Betty Williams, Cumberland Co, SWCD

This project funded in part by the Maine DEP tltrouglt a USEPA Nonpoint Source Grant under
Section 319 of the federal Clean Water Act.

Project Puryose
Tlie yuryose of this yroject was to significant{y reduce erosion and
exyort of sediment and yhosy/iorus into ]'orest Lake. This was
accomyCished 6y insta{ung best management yractices on 31 sites
and yromoting watershed stewardshiy.
-

Lake & YVatersfietf'Description
The Fore~t Lake Watershed covers 3 square miles (1913 acres) and is located in the
Town of Gray, Cumberland and Windham in Cumberland County, Maine. The lake
has a surface area of 210 acres, a maximum depth of 38 feet, an average depth of 12 and
a flushing rate of 1.4 flushes per year.
Most of the property around the lake is privately owned. The lake serves as the
headwaters to the Piscataqua River, which then flows into the Presumpscot River and
ultimately Casco Bay. The towns of Gr<:1y,Windham and Cumberland each have
frontage on the lake and comprise a
significant portion of the watershed.
A small portion of the watershed is
also located in the Town of Falmouth.

Watershed development consists of
about 400 residential homes and an
extensive road network, most of
which are located within close
proximity to the lake. The upper
watershed is primarily forested, with
some residential development and a
scattering oflogging activity.
Several of the lake's seasonal cottages
have been converted to year round
housing. Commercial operations in
the watershed include an auto repair
shop, a water skiing school and
several businesses at service area 56 of
the Maine Turnpike.

Water !!_uaCity'inforest £ake
Local volunteers and the
Maine Department of
Environmental Protection
(DEP) biologists have
monitored Forest Lake's
water quality for over 27
years. In general, the
lake's water quality is
considered to be slightly
above average based on
secchi disk transparency,
total phosphorus and
chlorophyll-a
measurements.
However, data also indicates that the lake may be under stress. According to
DEP, there is a moderate potential for nuisance algal blooms, moderate oxygen
depletion in deep areas of the lake and moderate risk of phosphorus recycling
problems (MDEP files 2000). Given this information and the fact that Forest
Lake is a highly valued regional resource, it was placed on the State's Non point
Source Priority Watersheds' lists. In addition, the Maine DEP has listed Forest
Lake on their list of "Lakes Most At Risk from Development" under the Maine
Stormwater Law.
Water quality problems can be attributed to polluted runoff, or nonpoint source
pollution (NPS), that washes into the lake from its surrounding watershed.
Phosphorus, which attaches to soil particles, poses the greatest threat to Forest
Lake. Phosphorus spurs excess algae growth, causing declines in water clarity
and oxygen levels. Ultimately, high inputs of phosphorus can lead to a
degradation of fish habitat, development of nuisance algae blooms and losses in
lakefront property values.
Volunteers have been taking water clarity (secchi disk) readings and water
chemistry (e.g., dissolved oxygen, chlorophyll-a, phosphorus, etc.) samples from
Forest Lake since 1974 with the exception of several missing years until 1991.
In 2008 the average secchi depth reading was approximately 1 7 feet, slightly
clearer than the average Maine lake, which is about 15 feet. A substantial
increase in development in the watershed has occurred recently and is likely to
continue into the future.

Xducation
Project {ioat

Forest Lake
"Buffers Benefit"

• Develop and implement a
"Buffers Benefit" pilot
program
• Write articles for the Forest
Lake Association newsletter
• Two Lake Association
annual meeting
presentations

Project
Yl.ccornp{isnrnents:
• Developed "Buffers
Benefit,, program
• Enlisted 24 participants
• Participants pledged to
plant at least 5 plants per
year
• Multiple newsletter articles
• Three Lake Association
Annual meeting
presentations
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Program
Forest Lake Conservation
Project Phase II
Partners:
Forest Lake Association
Cumberland County Soil &
Water Conservation District
Skillins Nursery
Towns of Windham, Gray
and Cumberland
Maine DEP

On-the-grounr£:Fixes
Project Goal:
. 4 road sites and 2 beach access
. 24 residential lllatching grants

Project Accoznplishznents:
. 3 road sites colllpleted
. 1 7 residential lllatching grants
. 11 YCC conservation practices
It has been estimated that
by completing these road
sites, approximately 6
tons of sediment and (4
lbs of phosphorus) has
been kept from entering
Forest Lake each year.

On-tlie-ground :Fixes
Road Projects:

Lakeside Drive/ Culvert # 1
Culvert/road failure at stream
crossing. Double culvert replaced
with triple culvert.

Road surface repaired.with 3.5
inches of reclaimed asphalt,
crowned and graded. Ditches
installed, seeded and hayed.

On-the-grouncf Jixes
Cottage Road Strea~ Crossing
The site, originally identified in the 2002 Watershed Survey consisted of a
failed culvert, which had been crushed during a storm. The road posed a risk
and needed to be closed due to the cave in.
The Road Association completed the legwork necessary, including raising the
road dues for a year and contracting with a contractor. The grant provided
engineering designs, cost sharing and construction oversight.

On-the-9rountf :Fixes:
'Roat£Projects
Lakeside Drive

culvert #2

This private road site had direct
flow to the lake via a ditch, from
moderate surface erosion, and
undersized and mis-aligned
culvert.

The existing 12 inch culvert was
replaced with an 18" culvert;
settling basin installed on the inlet
side and plunge pool on outlet site.
16 yards of new surface gravel
installed, crowned and graded.

Youtli Conservation Corys Projects
What is a Youth Conservation Corps?
The Youth Conservation Corps (YCC) model has been successfully adopted to
protect and improve water quality in several watersheds in Maine. YCC staff
provide free technical assistance, labor and education to help address a wide
range of pollution sources throughout the watershed.
• A Technical Director oversees all aspects of the program, including
publicity, hiring and working with landowners to plan projects.
• Crew leaders supervise 5 person teams and ensure that projects are
installed properly and safely.
• Local high school students are hired as crew members and work through
the summer to plant vegetation, stabilize eroding soil and install a variety
of conservation practices.

Benefits?
• YCC's promote stewardship among community members and projects yield
tangible water quality benefits.
• Organizers also rave that YCC' s are an effective way to raise awareness,
energize communities and inspire local youth to become environmental
leaders.
• The Forest Lake Association hopes to continue to support YCC presence on
the lake to help implement some of the Watershed Management Plan onthe-ground objectives.

On-tfie-grou:ntfJixes
'Residentia{ycc

Projects

The Earley Property, Forest A venue
The site had inoderate surface and shoreline
erosion. The crew installed a defined foot
path with native plants, 3 roof drip lines, one
dry well and retrofitted the existing steps.
Bare soil at the picnic area was treated with
pea stone. Shoreline area was treated with
native plants and erosion control mulch.
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On-tfie-erountf :Fixes
'Residentia{ycc
·-·1-1...
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Projects
The Belanger
Property, Forest A venue

'

This was a new
construction site;
landowner had stabilized
all bare soil with erosion
control mulch.
Over 200 shrubs,
groundcovers and trees
were installed, along with
infiltration steps to defme
pathway to the lake.
Shoreline plantings were also
installed and included 24 high
bush blueberry and, on the
mid bank, Bar Harbor
Juniper, Daylilies, Rhodora,
Echinacea, Sweet Fem, Black
Eyed Susan, R~d Osier
Dogwood, Summersweet,
Mountain Laurel, Sedum,
Coral Bells, Hydrangea,
Potentilla, Creeping Phlox,
Leatherleaf and Bleeding
Hearts.

12

'Resufentia{ycc Projects Con't
The Hevner Property
Forest Lake Road, Cumberland

Bare soil and moderate beach·
erosion. YCC installed rain garden
to help runoff infiltrate. Existing
steps to the lake were retrofitted to
infiltration steps.

Rain Garden

13

'Residentia{ycc Projects Con't
The Stevenson Property, Forest Avenue
Access to lake showing signs of moderate surface erosion. Steep path compacted with bare
soil. Approximately 13 infiltration steps installed to define path as well as encourage
infiltration. Roof drip line trench also installed along with foundation plantings.

14

'Resufentia{ycc Projects Con't
The Mazzola Property, Lakeside Drive
Signs of moderate surface erosion at access-to lake and on side bank of boat launch. Crew
installed approximately 10 infiltration steps and stabilized the shoreline with erosion control
mulch and approximately 25 plantings.

15

'ResufentiaCYCC Projects Con't
The Doughty Property, Shore Road
This property sits in a natural low spot and wat_erpooled easily and in addition, runoff from
the gravel road deposited road material i~to the yard as well. The existing cross culvert
clogged fairly frequently due to the runoff from the road. The crew installed a large rain
garden With infiltration paths. Approximately 35 native shrubs and groundcovers were
installed to encourage infiltration.

Looking 2Jac£......... ..
As this project comes to an end, included in the next few pages is a
review of the 2003 Forest La~e Watershed Management Plan. The
A~tion Strategies from the Plan have been updated in _order to
understand what has been accomplished to date and more
importantly
what still needs to be com.pleted.
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ACTION STRATEGIES FROM FOREST LAKE WATERSHED MANAGEMENT PLAN

I. Initiate Watershed Stewards Program. 20
residents will receive training in establishing
buffers, installing conservation practices and
general lake stewardship and then do
volunteer service in the watershed.

2. Provide technical assistance visits for 10
landowners and road associations.
3. Prioritize and fix 11 identified high or
medium erosion sites in the watershed throug
the grant.

2004
Implementation
Grant
2004-06
2004
Implementation
Grant 2004-06
2004
Implementation
Grant

.CCSWCD, FLA
and University of
Maine Cooperative
Extension

CCSWCD&DEP

CCSWCD

FLA

4. Distribute Watershed Survey information
back to residents with
identified erosion
5. Encourage and develop Camp Road
Network and hold annual
information/networking meetings.

2004

6. Develop road improvement and
maintenance plans for each private road.

7. Establish a buffer cost sharing program.

completed
$4,500 Match
$5,581 Total
$5,502 Grant
$3,525 Match
$9,027 Total
$29,142 Grant

completed

completed

$16,510 Match
$45,652 Total

2004-06
Fix an additional 2 sites per year after the
grant.

$1,081 Grant

actionneeded

2004 and yearly

2004
Implementation
Grant
2004-06
2004
Implementation
Grant

FLA and
Volunteers
Volunteers and
CCSWCD

$150 Total

Volunteers and
CCSWCD

$2,400

completed

$3,600

needs follow up

completed
CCSWCDand
volunteers

$3,754 Grant

completed

2004-06

$6,550 Match
$10,304 Total

Priori : HIGH

1. Update Watershed Survey every three
years.

2006

Volunteers

$750 worth of volunteer
hours

Actionneeded

Objective 2: Implement long term strategies for raising public awareness and inform the watershed
communities about lake and watershed protection practices. Build consensus to promote sustainable
watershed management and stewardship.
Action

Schedule

Partners

Cost

Yearly

FLA

$170 Total

Three times/year

FLA

$900 match

Status

Priority: HIGHEST

1. Host Forest Lake Association Annual
Meeting.
2. Publish Forest Lake Association
newsletter (3 times per year) to help keep
community informed about lake issues and
grant project and opportunities.

~

ongoing

✓

ongoing

Schedule

Partners

Cost

1. Conduct "Dock to Dock" Survey and
distribute educational information on a Forest
Lake Ice Cream Boat.

2004 & yearly

Volunteer Service
&FLA

$2,800 Total

2. Post a Forest Lake Association Website.
Update and maintain with survey, Forest Lake
Association and Management Plan
information.

2004 & yearly

FLA

$3,870 Total

Action

Status

Priority: HIGl;l

3. Create Forest Lake Association Logo

similarprogram-Buffers
Benefit started-needs folfow
up
J

completed-needs follow up

2004

FLA

$100 Total

completed
4. Create Shoreline Handbook based on
Highland Lake Living Guide.

2006

5. Develop list of suggested native buffer
plants and sources.

2004

Volunteers

$250 Total

6. Promote more wildlife by building a loon
platform.

2005

Volunteers

$600 Total

7. Develop a boat cleaning station in the
Town of Cumberland to prevent infestation of
invasive aquatic plants.

2005

FLA

$1,500 Total

actionneededcompleted-DEP& District
web resoW'Ce
completed-needs follow up·
Volunteers & FLA

$1,250 Total

✓

I

started-needs follow up

Priority: MEDIVM
1. Post Watershed Boundary Signs.

2007

FLA

$500 Total

2. Create refrigerator magnets listing key
contact numbers.

2007

Volunteers & FLA

$650 Total

3. Assemble and distribute Shoreline
Handbook with FLA logo, magnet, native
buffer list in a Welcome Packet for new
residents.

2007 & yearly

Volunteers & FLA

$2,325 Total

4. Promote a sense of community and quality
oflife awareness with a "Lake Fair."

2007 & yearly

actionneeded
,

1'

actionneeded

actionneeded
Volunteers & FLA
Action Group

$2,500 Total

actionneeded
II ,

5. Develop signage around watershed to
enhance awareness of wildlife, invasive plants
and lake stewardship.
'
Priority: Low
1. Host area Lake Association Meeting

2007

2006

Volunteers & FLA
Action Group

$1,400 Total

FLA

$2000 Total

actionneeded

action needed

---------------------

Objecti\'e 3: To improw coordination and communication between the three towns in the Forest Lake
\Vatershed in an effort to ensure consistent code and law enforcement and uniform ,, atershed regional
regulations.
Action
,,,

Schedule

Partners

2004
Implementation
Grant

CCSWCD, Towns
of Gray, Windham
and Cumberland,
FLA, residents

$2, 125 Grant
$2,820 Match
$4,945 Total

2004
Implementation
Grant

CCSWCD, The
Towns of Gray,
Windham and
Cumberland, FLA,
residents

$2, 125 Grant
$2,820 Match
$4,945 Total

·Status

Cost

,.

Priority: HIGHEST
1. Form tri-town municipal work group with
watershed residents and municipal officials,
code enforcement staff with the intent to meet
on a twice yearly basis.

2. Analyze existing town ordinances and
develop specific recommendations to improve
water quality protection and promote
uniformity between towns.

"

✓"

Follow up needed

---

_1o]JB:\

Follow up needed

✓

;

Objective 4: Pursue the financial resources necessary to implement the objectives of the
watershed management plan.
Action

Schedule

Partners

Cost

2005

FLA

$300 Total

Status

Priori.: HIGUEST
2. Forest Lake Association will co11aborate
with three towns to secure.long term funding
for the support of the Watershed Management
Plan.

actionneeded

1. The Watershed Council representatives
2004 & bi-annually
will meet twice yearly to review and evaluate
the plan and activities taking place and
develop annual workp]ans.

FLA

$250 Total

actionneeded

Objective 6: Continue to monitor the water quality of Forest Lake
Action

Schedule

Partners

Cost

2004 & yearly

FLA,DEP

$4000 Total

Status

Prio . : HIGHEST

1. Forest Lake will continue to be monitored
to assess current conditions and long-term
trends in water quality, in accordance with
procedures and methods that have been
historically used to assess the lake trophic
state (Secchi transparency, total phosphorus,
pH, Alkalinity, Dissolved Oxygen and
bacteria).

ongoing

.Jlntf

th,e future?

Lake yrotection never reaclies an endyoint.
It requires a continua[ yr.ocess of education and routine
maintenance.
Tfie :Forest Lake .Jlssociation wi[[ continue to take tfie [ead in
efforts to yrotect tlie [ake by continuing to:
• 'Pubfisli a bi-annua[ news fetter
• Monitor Water Quaaty
+Imy[ement tlie :forest Lake Watersfiea.M.anagement

'P[an

forest £ah .ffssociation .Mission
'1-'fie:forest Lake .'Association endeavors to maintain tlie quailty of
the Cakewater, afong witli the quailty of {ije within the
watershed. The association aCsoendeavors to imyrove tlie feeilng
of community for a Cakewatershed shared by four towns.
For questions or information about the Forest Lake Association contact:
Karen Hall, President
Tina LeBlanc, Vice President
Ralph Ludington, Treasurer
Nancy Heyner, Secretary
Email: Forestlakenews@aol.com

657-6933
829-6950
829-5217
829-6757
Website: www.Forestlakemaine.com

Cumberland Town Council Meeting
Monday, May 24, 2010 - 7:00 p.m. Call to Order
The Cumberland Town Council will hold its regular meeting@7:00 p.m. on Monday, May 24, 2010
in the Town Council Chambers. An opportunity for public comment will be provided. The following items will receive a public hearing:
• To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Wharfing Permit for 21 Sturdivant
Road as recommended by the Coastal Waters Commission.
Item tabled by applicant to June 14th
• To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a permit request by the Greely High
School Senior Class to hold a bonfire at the Twin Brook Recreation Area on June 8th from
8:00 - 10:00 p.m.
• To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Victualer's License application for
Tulips Cupcakery and Farm to operate at the Farmer's Market, for the period of May 24th
through June 30th, 2010.
• To set a Public Hearing date (June 14th) to consider and act on amendments to section
204.14.3.3 Industrial Zone (I) re: side setback buffering of the Cumberland Zoning
Ordinance, as recommended by the Planning Board.
• To set a Public Hearing date (June 14th) to consider and act on a Mass Gathering permit
for the Cumberland Soccer Club Labor Day "Just For Fun" Soccer Tournament to be held at
Twin Brook Recreation Facility on September 4 & 5, 2010.
• To set a Public Hearing date (June 14th) to award a three year solid waste/recycling contract.
Additional agenda items will receive consideration and action. Please refer to the town's
website: www.cumberlandmaine.com for a complete agenda.

Cumberland Town Council Meeting
Monday, May 24, 2010
7:00 p.m. Call to Order

The Cumberland Town Council will hold its regular meeting @ 7:00 p.m. on
Monday, May 24, 2010 in the Town Council Chambers. An opportunity for public
comment will be provided. The following items will receive a public hearing:
• To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Wharfing Our Permit for
21 Sturdivant Road as recommended by the Coastal Waters Commission.
Item tabled by applicant to June Jlh
• To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a permit request by the Greely High
School Senior Class to hold a bonfire at the Twin Brook Recreation Area on June 8th
from 8:00 - 10:00 p.m.
•
•

To hear a report from Chris Bolduc re: the bid process for the sale of 269 Gray Road.
To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Victualer's License application for
Tulips Cupcakery and Farm to operate at the Farmer's Market, for the period of May
24 th through June 30 th , 2010.
• To set a Public Hearing date (June 14th ) to consider and act on amendments to section
204.14.3.3 Industrial Zone (I) re: side setback buffering of the Cumberland Zoning
Ordinance, as recommended by the Planning Board.
• To set a Public Hearing date (June 14th ) to consider and act on a Mass Gathering permit
for the Cumberland Soccer Club Labor Day "Just For Fun" Soccer Tournament to be
held at Twin Brook Recreation Facility on September 4 & 5, 2010.
• To set a Public Hearing date (June 14th ) to award a three year solid waste/recycling
contract.
Additional agenda items will receive consideration and action. Please refer to the
town's website: www.cumberlandmaine.com for a complete agenda.
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STA TE OF MA.f!\:E
Liquor Lice.nsii1g& Jnspectio11.
Division
164 State House Station
Augusta ME 04330-0164
Tel: (207) 624-7220
Fa.x: (207) 287-3424

SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONNAIREFOR
Auxiliary Mobile Golf Cart License
1. Exact Nan1e Of Golf Course: ------------~------~----·
.

.

2. Name, bitih date and telephone 11umberof each person. authorized to operate and sell from mo)Jil~go_lfcart.
(All operators ~fthe mobile service bar·must be·21 years of age and have successfully complet,~~alcohol

servereducation)

::::,·...·.-_:-.
/_._.·.\

.

. <,i,)i-.. _·:f·.J\.
;'.: "!,,'r :~;·: •:· ~:-

·: .. "·'

,•,

NAME

DATE OF ~IRTH

TELEPHONE

.... ,.

1\:;
.

T~tP~~-:/::_~·
..'>;_,_(
I.D. 1tumbet ·

3. Are a.ll operators of the mobile service bar employeesof the golf course?_·_,;_;._;,_.
_·._.·

1 _·.:_._;:-_~:_·.

;

11_:_·
...._·,r_··:·.
' ' ·:· : : ';'

•._•• :._

.....·.:...~ .'-:•.

4. DOES THE OPERATOR OF THE MOBILE SERVICEBAR HAVE MEANS TO MAKE.\·
I.MlviEDIATE
CONTACT WITH AN EMPLOYEEAT THE LICENSEDON-PREMISE-·_.
LOCATION AT THE COURSE? YES__
_..:____
NO____
_

. ·Describe.-------------------~-----------------5. How many additional security employees will be on the course to ensure adbcrenc_eto the laws and rules
applying to the selling, serving and consumption of alcohol? -~----

6. Do you have signs on cart stating legal age for service and c.onsumption?
___

~---

7. Are·signs posted stating that patrons nrny nnt bring alcoholic beverages on to tl1e golf course ~r licensed .
premise?_______
.T.-fow
Many? ---~---~· ·
Loe ati 011. --~------------••-·•'"-·~-•------r--------:---

SllppQuest for mnbilc si;rvite.ci,.n :H1(l4
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STATE OF MAINE

Datedat: --------:--:=------------'

Ma.mo-~-~---------·

ss

1

City/Town

On: -------=-o-at-e---------~

The ur:,dersign~.dbeing:
~ 'f own

w City

Maine ·

u

Plantation

Municip~.lOffices

w

~ County

Unincorporated Place

Commissjoncrs

o:fthe

of: ----~-------------__,,

·. Hereby ccrtif'y:il.1at
we have given public notice on tl1isapplicationand held publichearing thereonas requiredby Section653
Title 2 ·, 1 MaineRevised Statutes and herby approve said application.
·
.·

··\:..

.

Print Name

.. . '_..

:

:... :· :.

..··.··
..~"~o&

<1·.·.·•··
.·~ /;,,
...·."1..·..·•··•
f ..
..

,

i···..Mf;'viP.el
c~~ C-e.
. Gc,lljL 2z~ l c.tr~r-,-·•··
f

~~✓~

l/,'

I

AuxlicApp / 2003

••

•,•

•

